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Abstract
Triggered hydrogelation of MAX1 peptide, (VK)4-VDPPT-(KV)4-NH2, proceeds through peptide
intramolecular folding into β-hairpins and concomitant self-assembly into branched clusters of well-
defined (uniform, 3 nm cross section), semiflexible, β-sheet-rich nanofibrils. Cryogenic transmission
electron microscopy indicates that dangling fibrils extend from one growing cluster to another and
lead to early, intercluster communication in solution. At the apparent percolation threshold, the
dynamic shear modulus measured by oscillatory rheology (G′(ω), G″(ω) ∝ ωn) and the field-intensity
autocorrelation function measured by dynamic light scattering (g1(τ) ∝ τ-β′) show power-law
behavior with comparable critical dynamic exponents (n ≈ 0.47 and β′ ≈ 0.45). Finite interpenetration
of percolating clusters with smaller clusters, along with permanent intercluster entanglements,
increase the network rigidity. The self-assembly of MAX1 peptide was compared and contrasted
with the assembly of other biopolymeric networks in literature.

1. Introduction
Stimuli-responsive hydrogels show promise for use as biomaterials, e.g., in tissue engineering,
1-3 microfluidics,4,5 and drug delivery.6-8 We have previously presented a peptide that
undergoes intermolecular self-assembly into hydrogel scaffolds following an intramolecular
folding event. This intramolecular folding event can be triggered by solution stimuli such as
changes in pH,9 temperature,10 ionic strength,11-13 photoinitiation,14 or the introduction of
cell culture media.15 Notably, the gelation kinetics and overall gel mechanical properties can
be controlled precisely by choosing the desired type and magnitude of stimulus11 and by
manipulating the peptide design.16 Recently, the gelation kinetics were directly correlated with
changes in molecular conformation of the peptide.17 In the present paper, we present a detailed,
nanoscopic through microscopic picture of the evolution of self-assembled structure toward
formation of a percolated hydrogel network.
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The growth mechanism of fibrillar biopolymer networks, such as sickle cell hemoglobin (s-
hemoglobin)18 and collagen type I,19 has been studied extensively. In these systems, self-
assembly starts with nucleation of individual fibrils. This homogeneous nucleation is followed
by heterogeneous nucleation of new fibrils alongside pre-existing ones, leading to both
thickening along a fibril and branching into clusters. Eventually, clusters interconnect and
interpenetrate to give elastic-like behavior. The interest in the structural aspects of natural
systems stems from possible relationships between the assembly mechanisms, the kinetics of
assembly, the local fibrillar and global cluster morphology, and final material properties. For
example, a strong correlation was observed between the self-assembled structure and the
assembly kinetics of s-hemoglobin.20 It was proposed that the branching of s-hemoglobin
fibrils defines the autocatalytic growth in this system, as described by a double nucleation
model. Therefore, structural aspects such as fibril branching may define the assembly kinetics
as in the s-hemoglobin example. Previous work from our laboratory12,13 and recent
simulations of Douglas and co-workers on molecular self-organization into one-dimensional
chains21 suggest that the reverse may also be true, i.e., assembly kinetics may effectively
dictate the self-assembled structure; specifically, deeper quench depths/faster assembly
kinetics have been observed both experimentally12,13 and by simulations21 to lead to a higher
density of self-assembled branches. As emphasized by deGennes22 and others,23 even a low
concentration of such branches can significantly affect the dynamic properties of a chain
system, e.g., chain reptation can be quenched by just a few branches along the chain. Therefore,
direct observation of such self-assembled structural features like fibril branching is essential
to the understanding of final self-assembled material properties.

The characterization of the early-time β-hairpin assembly has potential biotechnological
importance in the design of injectable hydrogels for in vivo tissue regeneration.16 For example,
β-hairpin self-assembly and hydrogelation can be triggered in cell culture medium, leading to
well-controlled, homogeneous, three-dimensional encapsulation of a desired cell type at a
desired cell density.16 These solid cell-gel constructs shear thin on application of stress, such
as during injection from a syringe, to a targeted, in vivo site. Importantly, the stiffness of the
network recovers immediately when the applied stress is removed (i.e., after injection from a
syringe has stopped11,16). Therefore, it is important to understand the initial gelation of the
peptides in order to directly observe the pathway through which the hydrogel network first
interacts with suspended cells, allowing potential cytocompatibility-self-assembly
relationships to be observed.

We previously presented a peptide design that related the stimuli-responsive, intramolecular
folded state of the peptide to its tendency to intermolecularly self-assemble and form hydrogels.
9-17 The design of MAX1, a 20-residue peptide, included alternating hydrophobic valine and
hydrophilic lysine groups to promote β-sheet formation, flanking a tetrapeptide turn sequence
(MAX1: (VK)4-VDPPT-(KV)4-NH2). Figure 1a summarizes the self-assembly mechanism
proposed for MAX1 peptide. Under low to neutral pH solution conditions positively charged
lysine residues preclude peptide intramolecular folding. However, the β-hairpin folded state
can be attained by deprotonating9 or screening11 the charges on lysine side chains (Figure 1a
shows the folding stimulus used in this paper, i.e., increasing the salt concentration) or through
enhancement of the hydrophobic effect of the valine side chains.10 In the folded state
intramolecular hydrogen bonds are formed. Once folded into a β-hairpin, the peptide becomes
facially amphiphilic and self-assembles both facially through hydrophobic association and
laterally, primarily via intermolecular hydrogen bonding, into bilayered β-sheet fibrils with a
hydrophobic core. These well-defined, bilayered fibrils form β-sheet-rich hydrogel networks.
Considering the peptide molecular design and the proposed self-assembly mechanism, possible
physical cross-linking mechanisms include (1) self-assembly defect-induced branching (Figure
1c)24 and (2) entanglement of self-assembled fibrils (Figure 1d). In defect-induced branching,
kinetically trapped, imperfect valine-face hydrophobic collapse may lead to nucleation of a
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branch (Figure 1c). Both defect-induced branching and entanglements can behave as
permanent physical cross-links. The gelation kinetics of MAX1 can be controlled precisely by
changing the assembly conditions, e.g., by altering the ionic strength and/or temperature of
assembly.11 Specifically, faster assembly kinetics due to a larger magnitude of folding
stimulus, such as high salt concentration leading to more significant screening of lysine
interactions or higher temperatures leading to more significant hydrophobic interactions,
normally leads to stiffer gels. However, a detailed analysis of assembly kinetics has not yet
been presented. Likewise, the structural aspects that dominate the dependence of network
mechanical properties on the magnitude of solution stimulus should be identified. For example,
the dependence of network rigidity on assembly temperature can be due to changes in single
fibril dynamics and/or the nature, strength, concentration, and spatial distribution of junctions
formed at different assembly temperatures. Here, we present a study on the early time growth
mechanism, from the triggering of peptide intramolecular folding to hydrogel network
percolation, of β-hairpin self-assembly and present a basis for physical characterization aimed
at the isolation of the factors most significant in controlling the stimuli-triggered, self-assembly
dictated mechanical properties.

Previously, a gel point of β-hairpin self-assembly was estimated, under slow assembly
conditions using microrheology, which was correlated with the β-sheet content in the system.
17 Here, we study the different stages of the evolution of the network structure directly and,
in the case of cryo-TEM, in situ without any extraneous agents or probes. As such, the noted
manipulation of assembly kinetics by possible peptide-probe interactions was prevented and
an overall picture of the nanostructural growth due to peptide intramolecular folding and
intermolecular self-assembly was obtained. In order to comprehensively characterize the early
time self-assembly and gelation behavior, we took advantage of the stimuli responsiveness of
folding and self-assembly. We adjusted the solution conditions to enable direct comparison
between circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering (DLS), small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS), cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM), and
oscillatory rheology data acquired on the same peptide system at the same time points. CD
monitored the changes in molecular conformation (from random-coil to β-sheet) during folding
and self-assembly. Cryo-TEM enabled direct observation of nanostructure growth through
intermolecular self-assembly which was confirmed by the SANS data. Rheology observed
changes in viscoelastic properties associated with percolation and gelation of growing fibril
nano-through microstructure. DLS detected changes in dynamic density fluctuations due to
early fibril and cluster growth and formation of static inhomogeneities due to gelation. As such,
a direct observation of structure evolution was correlated with changes in hydrogel rigidity.
Ultimately, the goal is to be able to correlate the hydrogel structural growth mechanism with
observed mechanical properties and biological properties such as in vitro cell function and
response. We believe that a thorough understanding of structure evolution and assembly
kinetics will be necessary for future peptide design for biological applications as well as for
realization of new peptide engineering opportunities.

2. Experimental Section
2.1. Sample Preparation

MAX1 was synthesized on amide resin via automated Fmoc-based solid-phase peptide
synthesis employing an ABI 433A peptide synthesizer and HBTU/HOBT activation. The
details of the peptide synthesis are given elsewhere.9 Hydrogels were prepared by first
preparing a stock solution of the lyophilized peptide in DI water and then adjusting the desired
final solution conditions by the subsequent addition of an equal volume of buffer solution. In
particular, peptide concentration, solution pH, monovalent salt concentration, and temperature
were set at 0.75 mM (0.25 wt %) MAX1 peptide, pH 7.0 (50 mM bis-tris propane buffer), 0.4
M salt, and 22 °C, respectively (termed “high salt” for the remainder of the paper). This buffer
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and salt concentration lead to a Debye screening length,25 κ-1, of ~0.5 nm. The high salt
assembly condition was chosen so that the initial self-assembly into solid hydrogel took more
than 1 h. This hydrogelation time allowed different experimental techniques to be performed
under the same assembly conditions and same time points so that different stages of self-
assembly could be resolved. In addition, a control solution condition was identified for which
neither a change in the initial molecular conformation nor a change in nanostructure attributable
to self-assembly was detected. Data collected under the control solution condition both
highlighted the strong folding stimulus responsiveness of the assembly process and confirmed
that the observed changes in the system related directly to the self-assembly process and were
not simply due to possible artifacts caused by changes in instrument stability or other effects
such as degradation of sample over the observed period. For the control experiments, all
solution conditions were kept the same as those for the high salt condition, except the salt
concentration was lowered to 0.05 M (termed “low salt” from now on) to obtain κ-1 ≈ 1 nm.
NaCl was used to increase the solution salt concentration for all experiments except circular
dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. For CD experiments KF salt was used to minimize the UV
absorption of the sample. The substitution of salt did not affect the assembly kinetics as
observed by time evolution of DLS count rates. For SANS experiments, peptide stock solution
and the buffers were prepared in D2O. Zero time in each experiment was taken as the time at
which the buffer solution was added to the peptide stock solution.

2.2. Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were collected using a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter. The
peptide solutions in buffer were kept in ice-cold water to suppress folding and self-assembly,
and samples were immediately loaded in a 0.1 mm quartz cell. Wavelength scans were collected
continuously between 190 and 260 nm after raising the temperature to 22 °C to observe the
time dependence of the CD signal. The data collection time for each spectrum was 104 s. The
mean residue ellipticity, [θ] = θobs/10lcr, where θobs is the difference between the ellipticity
values measured from the sample and the values measured from the buffer solution without
peptide in millidegrees, l is the path length of the cell in centimeters, c is the molar peptide
concentration, and r is the number of residues.

2.3. Cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscopy
Buffered peptide solutions were kept in the temperature- and humidity-controlled chamber of
the Vitrobot (FEI Co.) at 22 °C and 100% humidity for predetermined times to allow self-
assembly to occur. At each time point of interest, 3 μL of peptide solution was applied onto
copper TEM grids coated with lacey carbon support films (Electron Microscopy Sciences).
After application of the sample on the grid, the solutions were allowed to relax for 10 s, and
excessive sample was blotted away using filter paper. The remaining thin layer of sample was
again allowed to relax for 10 s under controlled atmosphere and subsequently plunged into
liquid ethane kept at T -170 °C to ensure complete sample vitrification. Vitrified samples were
transferred into a Gatan cryo-transfer holder in liquid nitrogen. A Tecnai G2 12 twin
transmission electron microscope equipped with a low-dose CCD camera was used at 120 kV
accelerating voltage to image the samples. During imaging the temperature of the holder was
maintained below T = -170 °C to prevent sublimation and crystallization of vitreous water.

2.4. Small-Angle Neutron Scattering
SANS experiments were performed on the 30 m instrument on beamline NG3 at the National
Center for Neutron Research (NCNR), National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),
Gaithersburg, MD. The neutron beam was monochromated to a wavelength λ = 9 Å with a
velocity selector having a wavelength spread Δλ/λ = 0.15. The scattered neutrons were detected
by a 64 cm × 64 cm two-dimensional detector using three different sample-to-detector distances
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of 13, 4, and 1.3 m. These configurations allowed values of the scattering wavevector, q = (4π/
λ) sin(θ/2), where θ is the scattering angle, in the range 0.004 Å-1 < q < 0.500 Å-1. The resulting
data were corrected for background electronic noise, detector inhomogeneity, empty cell
scattering, and solvent scattering. The uncertainties of the I(q) vs q individual data points were
calculated statistically from the number of averaged detector counts. SANS data were analyzed
using models that are available from NCNR at NIST (cylindrical form factor fits26 and a
modified Guinier analysis for a rod12,27). In the modified Guinier analysis for a rod-like
scatterer, the form factor P(q) ∝ (1/q) exp[(-q2RGC

2/2], where RGC is the cross-sectional radius
of gyration. Therefore, the slope of the scattering data plotted as ln[qI(q)] vs q2 gives -RGC

2,
and the rod cross section, .

2.5. Dynamic Oscillatory Rheology
Dynamic oscillatory time, frequency, and strain sweeps were performed using an AR2000
stress-controlled rheometer (TA Instruments) with 25 mm diameter parallel plate geometry at
0.5 mm measuring gap distance. Custom-made, borosilicate glass disks were attached on both
the bottom and top plates of the rheometer. These attachments were plasma cleaned
immediately before each experiment to render the surfaces hydrophilic and prevent
heterogeneous nucleation from the plate surfaces. Buffered peptide solutions were kept in ice-
cold water before loading onto the rheometer plate to suppress folding and self-assembly. The
top plate was lowered to the desired gap distance, and the buffered peptide solutions were
applied via syringes. Either a NIST traceable standard low-viscosity mineral oil (Cannon
Instruments, S3, kinematic viscosity, η ≈ 3 mPa · s at 22 °C) or a high-viscosity, siloxane-based
oil (Degussa-Gold-schmidt, ABIL EM90, η ≈ 2 Pa · s at 22 °C) was used to prevent sample
evaporation from the sides of the plate. Dynamic oscillatory time sweeps were collected at
multiple angular frequencies (ω = 1-100 rad s-1) simultaneously in order to probe the time
progress of the frequency response. The frequency range was selected so that the duration of
each frequency sweep was much shorter than time scales relevant to the assembly process. At
the end of each experiment, a frequency sweep was collected over a wider range of ω values
(ω = 0.1-100 rad s-1). To ensure that the strain applied during rheological testing did not affect
MAX1 peptide self-assembly, we carried out control experiments at different strain amplitudes.
The time evolution of the mechanical response for the high salt condition was not affected by
strain amplitude from γ = 1% up to γ = 10% (Figure SI-1). Therefore, possible effects of strain
on structure could be ignored up to γ = 10% for the purpose of this paper. Strain sweep
measurements were performed from 0.01 to 1000% strain at the end of each experiment to
determine the linear viscoelastic regime of the final hydrogel.

2.6. Dynamic Light Scattering
For dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments, chilled, aqueous peptide stock solution and
the buffer stock solution were separately filtered into 1.2 cm outer diameter glass cells. After
gentle mixing, samples were loaded in the thermostated cell compartment of a Brookhaven
Instruments BI200-SM goniometer equipped with a diode laser operated at a wavelength λ =
532 nm. The temperature was controlled with 0.05 °C accuracy with a thermostated
recirculating bath. Scattered light intensity at 90°, I90°, and the time-averaged autocorrelation
function (ACF) of the scattered intensity, g2(q,t), were measured simultaneously using a
Brookhaven BI-9000 correlator. The relaxation of density fluctuations at wave vector q and
time t is probed from g2(q,t))= 〈I(t)I(0)〉/〈I〉2, where q is related to the refractive index of the
solvent n by q = (4πn/λ) sin(θ/2). When the system is ergodic, i.e., when a time-averaged
measurement of a property gives a good estimate of its ensemble average, g2(t) is related to
the normalized field correlation function, g1(q,t) by the Siegert relation:28
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(1)

where A is the instrumental coherence factor. Equation 1 is not valid when the motion of
scatterers is limited, e.g., due to gelation. When a solution turns into a gel, density fluctuations
in solution can essentially freeze and turn into rather static concentration fluctuations of the
gel network.29 Such static components can act as scattering centers within the gel and cause
multiple scattering or homodyning. A typical result of homodyning is a decrease in the initial,
short delay time amplitude of the autocorrelation function. Therefore, we used Williams-Watts
and CONTIN methods to analyze the mean and the distribution of relaxation times in the self-
beating mode, only when there was no detectable homodyning. In the Williams-Watts or
stretched exponential method, g1(t) is approximated by the expression

(2)

where τw localizes the position of the relaxation peak and β is the peak width. The mean
relaxation time 〈τR〉 can be calculated from τw and β by 〈τR〉 = (τw/β)Γ(1/β), where Γ is the
gamma function. If several relaxation times, τR,i, are present in a system, then g1(q,t) is given
by an integral of the form g1(t) = ∫ω(τR) exp(-t/τ) dτ, where ω(τR) is a continuous function of
relaxation times. Thus, g1(t) is related to ω(τR) by a Laplace transformation. One of the most
common methods used to invert this Laplace transformation and obtain the distribution of
relaxation times from the measured g2(t) is the CONTIN regularization algorithm encoded by
Provencher.30 In CONTIN analysis, the position and the amplitude of the calculated relaxation
time distributions show a weak dependence on data smoothing using the regularization
parameter, while the width of the distributions may vary considerably.31 Therefore, the
distribution of relaxation times obtained by CONTIN analysis should be considered semi-
quantitative.

3. Results
Exploiting the previously demonstrated stimuli responsiveness of MAX1 self-assembly,9-15
the assembly conditions (peptide concentration, solution pH, temperature, and ionic strength)
were adjusted to obtain desired assembly kinetics that facilitated direct comparison between
data collected by different techniques under the same, high salt assembly conditions. For
control experiments, a low salt buffer was used. The specifics of the high salt assembly and
low salt control conditions were given in subsection 2.1.

3.1. Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy
The addition of high salt buffer to the peptide solution to obtain κ-1 ≈ 0.5 nm led to a transition
from a secondary structure that was initially rich in random coil content to that rich in β-sheet
(Figure 2). A control peptide solution in a low salt buffer (κ-1 ≈ 1 nm) did not lead to any
detectable change in the CD signal over the observed period, indicating that the forces dictating
self-assembly operate in subnanometer length scales (0.5-1 nm). For the high salt sample, the
mean residue ellipticity at 216 nm ([θ216]), which is indicative of the β-sheet content in the
system, increased while the rate of increase of  decreased with time and [θ216]
approached a plateau value, [θ216]∞ (Figure 3). The time evolution of [θ216] signal could be
modeled by an equation of the form [θ216](t) = [θ216]∞ exp(-B/t)) + [θ216]0, where B is an
arbitrary constant and [θ216]0 is the zero-time value ([θ216]∞ and [θ216]0 were -3.3 × 104 and
-7.5 × 103 deg cm2 dmol-1 respectively). Both peptide intramolecular folding and subsequent
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intermolecular self-assembly lead to an increase in β-sheet signal due to the intramolecular and
intermolecular hydrogen bonding associated with each assembly step. Therefore, changes in
secondary structure observed by CD are evidence for both folding and self-assembly. We could
estimate the extent of β-sheet formation, XA, by XA = ([θ216](t) - [θ216]0)/([θ216]∞ - [θ216]0).
In order to gain more complete insight directly concerning self-assembly, CD was coupled
with data on structural growth from cryo-TEM and scattering experiments.

3.2. Cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscopy and Small-Angle Neutron Scattering
The slow assembly kinetics for low peptide concentrations (0.25 wt %) under high salt
conditions (κ-1 ≈ 0.5 nm) afforded direct observation of in situ structure evolution by cryo-
TEM. Cryo-TEM prevents possible artifacts such as microstructural rearrangement,
composition changes, or drying stresses that may occur during conventional TEM sample
preparation techniques (e.g., fixation, staining, and drying). In cryo-TEM,32-34 the sample is
directly vitrified in a cryogenic liquid and imaged without further processing. To the best of
our knowledge, we are presenting the first study on direct, in situ observation of the early stages
of hydrogelation of a designed peptide using cryo-TEM.

Figure 4 shows cryo-TEM micrographs collected at different, subsequent aging times. The
earliest discernible structures were several hundred nanometer long, self-assembled nanofibrils
observed at t = 10 min as dark lines on the light background of vitrified water (Figure 4a).
Fibril cross section, d, was measured from cryo-TEM images as d = 3 ± 0.5 nm and remained
constant throughout the observed period. This observation is in good agreement with the
proposed self-assembly mechanism9 starting from the earliest stages of assembly observable
by cryo-TEM, as described in Figure 1 and as verified by small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) (Figure 5). The scattered intensity in the intermediate q regime, I(q) q-1, as expected
for scattering from a solution of rigid-rod-like objects. The d value was calculated as d ≈ 3 nm
using a modified Guinier analysis (see section 2.4 for a more detailed discussion) (Figure 5
inset), in very good agreement with d values measured from cryo-TEM images. Fibrils formed
trifunctional (Figure 4b) and tetrafunctional junctions or branch points (Figure 4c). Junctions
in MAX1 fibrils morphologically resemble those in cylindrical micelles forming branched
networks35,36 and large ovalbumin aggregates.37 These junctions may result from self-
assembly defects;24 i.e., junctions may form through imperfect facial collapse of β-hairpin
valine faces that causes nucleation of a branch from exposed hydrophobic groups. Tri- or
tetrafunctional branch points observed by cryo-TEM presumably formed with this mechanism,
since there is no difference in contrast between the rest of the fibril and the junction point. If
the junction had formed due to an entanglement of two fibrils, we would expect twice the
contrast at the junction due to the two cross sections of fibril through which the electrons must
pass as compared to the single fibril cross section of a branch point. Here, we should note that
the defect induced cross-linking mechanism is distinct from the heterogeneous nucleation
model proposed for s-hemoglobin polymerization.18 In the heterogeneous nucleation model
a branch can form anywhere along a pre-existing fibril. However, defect-induced branching
can only nucleate from a valine face collapse imperfection site (Figure 1c). In addition to
distinct junctions, clusters of fibrils (or self-assembly mutants following the nomenclature by
Douglas et al.21) were also observed at t = 10 min (Figure 4d).

An overall growth of the fibril clusters was observed at t = 26 min (Figure 4e). The spacing
between clusters was qualitatively comparable to the cluster size, indicating possible
intercluster interactions in solution through dangling fibrils that extended from one cluster to
another. Higher order branching was visible within the clusters (Figure 4f). At t = 45 min
(Figure 4g), cluster sizes were on the order of micrometers and apparently interpenetrated with
neighbors. This indicated an approach to an infinite percolating cluster. The images collected
at t = 45 min were indistinguishable from those collected from later time gel samples due to
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the high concentration of fibrils. In brief, cryo-TEM suggests that peptides immediately began
to fold and self-assemble into fibrillar nanostructures that elongated and branched to form fibril
clusters. These pregel clusters could apparently physically interact in solution through dangling
fibrils at t ≈ 26 min while the clusters extended over several micrometers and seemed to begin
to interpenetrate at t ≈ 45 min. It was not possible to detect an exact gelation threshold solely
by cryo-TEM morphology characterization. To investigate possible critical behavior associated
with gelation, we combined CD and cryo-TEM with dynamic oscillatory rheology and dynamic
light scattering.

3.3. Rheology
Dynamic oscillatory time sweep data were collected under the same, high salt assembly
condition that was used for CD and cryo-TEM experiments. Data at multiple frequencies were
collected simultaneously in the angular frequency range ω = 1-100 rad s-1. The slow assembly
kinetics ensured that the system remained relatively unchanged during each frequency sweep.
However, because G′ is concentration dependent and very low peptide concentration (0.25 wt
%) must be used to achieve such slow assembly kinetics, the final hydrogel rigidity was low
(G′ ≈ 20 Pa).

Figure 6 shows the temporal progress of the dynamic oscillatory shear moduli collected at ω
= 1 rad s-1. The measured response was initially that of a low viscosity liquid with G″ > G′,
where G″ is the loss modulus and G′ is the storage modulus. We observed a G′, G″ crossover
at t ≈ 50 min for ω = 1 rad s-1. Chambon and Winter proposed that the loss tangent, tan δ, is
frequency independent (tan δ(ω) = tan δ(ω)c = G′(ωc)/G″(ωc) = constant, where subscript c
denotes a critical value) for a “critical” gel,38 i.e., when an incipient, infinite percolating cluster
first spans the whole sample volume. For tan δc to be frequency independent, G′ and G″ should
have the same, power-law frequency dependence (G′(ω)c, G″(ω)c ∞ ωn), where tan δc is related
to the critical dynamic exponent n by tan δc = tan(nπ/2).38 The power-law behavior of dynamic
moduli is commonly attributed to the self-similarity of a “critical” gel at the length scales
corresponding to the frequencies probed by rheology.38,39 To investigate a possible gelation
threshold as defined by Chambon and Winter, we observed the time evolution of the frequency
response (Figure 7). For t < 50 min, G″ was greater than G′ at all measured frequencies with
no sign of a low-frequency G′ plateau indicating that the system behaved essentially as a liquid,
while the value of tan δ) decreased with increasing frequency (Figure 8). Within the frequency
range that was probed in our experiments, we observed an apparent Winter-Chambon “critical”
gel point at t ≈ 56 min for tan δc ≈ 0.9, corresponding to n ≈ 0.47. This value is close to the
previously estimated value of n ≈ 0.55 using microrheology for MAX1 hydrogelation for lower
peptide concentrations.17 For t > 56 min, tan δ was lower than its “critical” value (tan δc ≈ 0.9)
for all measured frequencies (Figure 8). The value of tan δ increased with increasing frequency,
indicating a possible G′ plateau at lower frequencies (Ge′) and a possible G′, G″ crossover at
higher frequencies for t > 56 min. A finite Ge′ value can be attributed to the permanent nature
of cross-links that form the percolating cluster, while the G′, G″ crossover frequency can be
attributed to local relaxations within clusters due to the stress fields coupled with collective
diffusion. Ge′ increased further with increasing assembly time for t > 56 min, presumably due
to essentially permanent cross-links within the clusters and those that form between the
percolating cluster and smaller clusters. The increase in Ge′ slowed down and Ge′ approached
a value of Ge∞′ ≈ 20 Pa at infinite time. At t ≈ 600 min, the system showed linear viscoelastic
behavior up to 100% strain (Figure 9)

3.4. Dynamic Light Scattering
We simultaneously collected DLS detector count rates and autocorrelation functions (ACF) at
90° detector angle (q = 0.022 nm-1) after triggering peptide self-assembly. Figure 10 gives
typical plots of the detector count rates as a function of assembly time for the same assembly
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conditions used in the CD, cryo-TEM, and rheology experiments. The count rate for the control
peptide solution in low salt buffer (κ-1 ≈ 1.0 nm) stayed flat at the buffer solution scattering
value, indicating that there was no structural growth due to peptide folding and self-assembly
for this assembly condition. On the other hand, when peptide folding and self-assembly were
triggered by increasing the solution ionic strength using the high salt buffer (κ-1 ≈ 0.5 nm), the
count rate increased sigmoidally. An increase in scattered intensity fluctuations formed after
t ≈ 26 min (Figure 10 inset), indicating the possible onset of intercluster interactions.29,39,40

We followed the temporal evolution of the distribution of relaxation times G(τR) (for q = 0.022
nm-1) using CONTIN analysis (Figure 11). These relaxation times (τR) were converted into
apparent hydrodynamic correlation lengths,  (k is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the absolute temperature, τR is the relaxation time at the scattering vector q, and η is the solvent
viscosity), to eliminate the q dependence. Figure 11 shows the time evolution of the distribution
of the dynamic correlation lengths, G(ξ), and that of the relaxation times, G(τR). Immediately
after the apparent lag phase in the count rates (t ≈ 12 min), the main relaxation mode spanned
from τR ≈ 0.1-1 ms, which corresponded to hydrodynamic correlation lengths ξ ≈ 10-100 nm.
This mode could be attributed to a combination of collective diffusion41-43 relating to the
diffusive motion of both fibrils inside the clusters that define the cluster mesh size and to cluster
self-diffusion. At t ≈ 26 min, the distribution shifted to longer times and broadened, presumably
due to cluster growth: τR ≈ 0.1-10 ms (ξ ≈ 10 nm-1 μm). The broadening of the relaxation time
distribution was clearly observed by a simultaneous decrease in the β exponent of the stretched-
exponential model (eq 2) (Figure 10 inset). Importantly, t ≈ 26 min was also when increased
fluctuations in the scattered intensity appeared as mentioned above. However, there was no
decrease in the initial amplitude of the ACF at this stage; the system was ergodic, and the
Siegert relationship (eq 1) was still valid. Broadening of the distribution could be due to
diffusion of clusters that are larger than the correlation length and intercluster separations being
probed by the relaxation distribution.41 Both the increased scattered intensity fluctuations and
broadening of the relaxation distribution indicated an onset of intercluster interactions in
solution.

At t ≈ 56 min, the onset of a very slow mode was discernible as a small, broad peak at τR ≈
0.1-10 s (Figure 11). We attributed this mode to formation of a percolating cluster and the
resulting viscoelastic behavior due to gelation. The amplitude of the gel mode gradually
increased for t > 56 min (this mode becomes clearly noticeable at t ≈ 63 min), indicating
increasing viscoelastic contribution. Power law decay of the ACF was reported for many
physical and chemical gels at the gelation threshold (time-averaged ACF g2(τR) - 1 ∝ τR

-μ,
with critical power law exponents, μ, between 0.39 and 0.9)29,39-41,44 even though an exact
relationship between this power law exponent and that obtained by rheology was highly
debated.40,45 A power law fit to the time-intensity ACF at t ≈ 56 min gave a power law
exponent, μ ≈ 0.9 (standard deviation, σ 0.014) from 1 ms to 1 s (Figure 12). We also observed
apparent power law decay after gelation, while the μ exponent progressively decreased (μ ≈
0.4 at t ≈ 160 min). There was a noticeable decrease in the initial amplitude of the ACF for t
> 160 min. This indicated that the gel mode dominated over other slow, ergodic modes for t >
160 min and there was a gradual increase in frozen intensity fluctuations.

4. Discussion
The results obtained by CD, cryo-TEM, DLS, and rheology techniques for the same peptide
under the same assembly condition at the same time points were combined to obtain a complete
picture of early time MAX1 self-assembly and hydrogelation.
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4.1. Formation of a Percolated Network
Cryo-TEM data indicated that intramolecularly folded β-hairpins self-assembled into branched
clusters of well-defined nanofibrils. At t ≈ 26 min, when the extent of β-sheet content calculated
from the CD signal XA ≈ 0.5 (Figure 13a), the hydrodynamic correlation length distribution
obtained by DLS broadened distinctly. Simultaneously, increased scattered intensity
fluctuations were observed by DLS, indicating an onset of interactions between growing pregel
clusters (Figure 13b). Cryo-TEM indicated that such early stage intercluster interactions were
possible in solution through dangling fibrils that extended from one cluster to another.
However, these early stage interactions between clusters did not contribute significantly to the
mechanical response as measured by rheology. In fact, intercluster interactions only affected
the stress response of the peptide system at later stages of self-assembly (vide infra), which
may partially be attributed to the branched nature of the fibril clusters. It has been suggested
in the literature that a higher concentration of intercluster entanglements may be required to
affect the dynamics of branched polymeric chains in contrast to a pronounced change expected
for linear, unbranched chains due to interchain interactions at the dilute to semidilute transition.
22,23

At t ≈ 45 min, clusters extending over several micrometers were observed by cryo-TEM, in
good agreement with the hydrodynamic correlation lengths calculated by DLS, suggesting an
approach to gelation. At t ≈ 56 min, when XA 0.75, both DLS and rheology indicated a possible
gelation threshold. A viscoelastic, slow mode appeared in the relaxation time distributions
obtained by DLS, while the ACF showed power law behavior with μ ≈ 0.9. Rheology data at
t ≈ 56 min suggested a critical dynamic exponent, n ≈ 0.47. According to simulations by
Muthukumar and Winter,46 n ≈ 0.5 would correspond to a percolating cluster fractal dimension
D ≈ 2 when hydrodynamic interactions are completely screened and to D > 2 in case of partial
screening of excluded volume effects.47 Doi and Onuki obtained equal values of n and β′ in
polymer solutions and blends45 where β′ is the power law exponent for the field-average
autocorrelation function g(τR) - 1 ∞ τR

-β and β′ = μ/2 according to the Siegert relation (eq 1).
They attributed the equality between n and β′ to the dynamic coupling between stress and
composition. This relationship seems to hold in MAX1 hydrogelation (n ≈ 0.47, β′ ≈ 0.45) and
suggests that both rheology and DLS probe the same, self-similar, percolating gel at
percolation. After the apparent percolation, the power law behavior was perturbed initially at
larger length scales as probed by rheology as a G′ upturn in the low-frequency regime,
indicating finite interpenetration of the percolating gel and smaller clusters. The subsequent
increase in network stiffness for t > 56 min (Figure 13c) indicates the formation of more
permanent intercluster entanglements due to increased intercluster interpenetration and
dangling fibril entanglement.

4.2. How General Is the Proposed Hydrogelation Mechanism for MAX1 Self-Assembly?
One might ask if the nanostructural growth and hydrogelation mechanism that is proposed in
this paper is universal for MAX1. In other words, how would differences in the assembly
kinetics, due to differences in the assembly conditions, affect the proposed hydrogelation
mechanism that essentially consists of two distinct time scales: one due to early time, dynamic
intercluster interactions in solution and the second due to a percolation-like transition? To
address this question of universality, we investigated the time evolution of self-assembled
nanostructure and the hydrogelation kinetics under the same solution condition termed as “high
salt” in this paper, except with twice the concentration of the MAX1 peptide (0.5 wt % MAX1,
pH 7.0, 50 mM bis-tris propane buffer with 0.4 M NaCl salt at 22 °C) using CD, DLS, and
rheology (Figure 14). Under these assembly conditions we still observed two distinct time
scales, one of which was presumably due to intercluster communication in solution and the
other due to gelation, similar to those observed in the lower peptide concentration sample, 0.25
wt % MAX1. However, both thresholds shifted to shorter times in the case of 0.5 wt % MAX1
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as compared to the lower peptide concentration. DLS indicated increased intensity fluctuations
at tf ~ 7 min while rheology data collected at an angular frequency of 1 rad s-1 indicated that
the apparent gelation transition was at tg ~ 15 min, as observed from the G′-G″ cross-over, for
0.5 wt % MAX1 (corresponding tf and tg values were ~26 min and ~56 min, respectively, for
0.25 wt % MAX1). Interestingly, the extents of assembly measured by CD corresponding to
early-time, intercluster interactions and the percolation-like, gelation transition for 0.5 wt %
MAX1 were similar to those obtained under the lower peptide concentration of 0.25 wt %
MAX1. The increase in scattered intensity fluctuations due to intercluster interactions was
observed when XA,f ~ 0.6, and the apparent gelation transition was observed when XA,g ~ 0.8
for 0.5 wt % MAX1 (corresponding XA,f and XA,g values were ~0.5 and ~0.75 for 0.25 wt %
MAX1). These data support earlier results of Veerman et al.,17 which suggested peptide
concentration-independent XA,g for MAX1 at lower peptide concentrations than those used
here. Moreover, Ozbas et al.11 previously reported XA,g values similar to our current findings
under much faster MAX1 self-assembly conditions. Therefore, the nanostructural growth and
hydrogelation mechanism proposed in this paper seems to be rather general for MAX1 self-
assembly under different assembly conditions, including those that were published earlier.

Interestingly, the local nanostructure of the final hydrogel was generally very similar regardless
of differences in assembly conditions and assembly kinetics. As an example, the cryo-TEM
image collected from the high salt, 0.25 wt % sample at t ~ 45 min (Figure 4g) can be compared
to the network nanostructure observed in the cryo-TEM image in Figure 1b collected from a
MAX1 gel formed under much faster assembly conditions (1 wt % MAX1 hydrogel in pH 9
borate buffer at 40 °C), which effectively induced gelation within the first minute after self-
assembly was triggered. Both images show the same nanofibrillar morphology with
monodisperse fibril cross section and the two types of proposed cross-links, i.e., defect-induced
cross-links and entanglements, in the length scales probed by cryo-TEM.

4.3. Intramolecular Folding Controlled Self-Assembly Kinetics
CD data indicated that the forces dictating self-assembly operate in subnanometer length scales
(0.5-1 nm). Both CD and DLS signals (Figure 13, a and b, respectively) display a similar
sigmoidal shape. CD signal detects the increase in β-sheet content due to both intramolecular
folding and intermolecular self-assembly. Scattered intensity in DLS is mainly influenced by
intermolecular self-assembly events since these events lead to the apparent molecular weight
increase. The similarity between CD and DLS signals indicates that the kinetics of self-
assembly is controlled by intramolecular folding events and that intramolecular peptide folding
and intermolecular self-assembly happen essentially concurrently. As a result, large, branched,
self-assembled fibril clusters appear immediately after the peptide folding is triggered as
observed by cryo-TEM data.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we report a direct observation of nanostructure evolution correlated with changes
in peptide molecular conformation and hydrogel viscoelastic properties. We demonstrate that
a complete picture of the self-assembly mechanism, from molecular scale through final
material properties characterization, can be obtained only through the combination of several
experimental techniques. Combined data indicate two distinct time scales for the formation of
the hydrogel scaffold: (1) early time fibril cluster formation and intercluster overlap through
dangling fibrils and (2) percolation of clusters of nanofibrils. The knowledge of these two time
scales may provide a new strategy for the 3-d, homogeneous encapsulation of cells in the
hydrogel scaffold for tissue regeneration applications.16 Previously in Haines-Butterick et al.,
16 favorable assembly kinetics for homogeneous cell encapsulation were achieved through
peptide design. Specifically, a point amino acid substitution was made on the hydrophilic face
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of MAX1 peptide by replacing the lysine residue at position 15 with a glutamic acid. This
substitution resulted in a change of -2 in the overall peptide charge state. Consequently, the
electrostatic forces impeding peptide intramolecular folding were reduced relative to the parent
MAX1 peptide and faster assembly kinetics were achieved in cell culture medium. As a result,
the fast assembly kinetics prevented the sedimentation of cells and enabled the homogeneous
encapsulation of the cells in three dimensions. However, depending on the specific tissue
regeneration application, one might desire a specific peptide primary structure that inherently
affords slow assembly kinetics and, thus, does not provide homogeneous cell encapsulation
based on the fast kinetic trapping of the cells. An alternative strategy for the homogeneous
encapsulation of cells that essentially divorces cell encapsulation from fast assembly kinetics
is made possible by the knowledge of the early time peptide assembly presented herein.
Specifically, it may be possible to introduce cells in the self-assembling system sometime
between the onset of intercluster interactions and cluster percolation. This timing of cell
introduction could lead to the immediate encapsulation of the added cells due to the quick
transition from a liquid suspension of fibril clusters to a percolated network. Thus, one could
kinetically trap cells in a percolated network that underwent slow assembly kinetics in cell
culture medium.

Structural characteristics, such as monodisperse fibril dimensions, and the branching
mechanism are clearly different from those reported for biopolymeric systems in the literature.
The former implies high prospects for future bioengineering applications, while both
characteristics should be considered when describing the viscoelastic properties of the network
as well as a future complete kinetic model for MAX1 assembly.
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Figure 1.
(a) Proposed self-assembly mechanism when folding is triggered by increasing the solution
ionic strength,9 and (b) in situ observation of the hydrogel network by cryo-TEM. The arrows
in (b) indicate two different self-assembled cross-links: defect-induced branch (white) and
entanglement (black). Schematic representations in (c) and (d) show a defect-induced branch
and an entanglement, respectively.
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Figure 2.
CD wavelength scans collected for two assembly conditions at different time points after the
addition of buffer solution: (Δ) t = 4 min, (×) t = 9 min, (○) t = 30 min, and (+) t = 306 min for
the high salt sample and (■) t = 8 min and (◆) t = 458 min for low salt control.
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Figure 3.
Time evolution of |[θ216]| signal for the high salt sample (◇) and low salt control (○).
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Figure 4.
Cryo-TEM images showing different steps in formation of the hydrogel network: (a-d) t = 10
min, (e, f) t = 26 min, and (g) t = 45 min (scale bars represent 200 nm).
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Figure 5.
SANS data collected from the high salt sample at t = 45 min. The inset shows the modified
Guinier analysis of t = 45 min data.
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Figure 6.
Dynamic oscillatory rheology time sweep data collected at ω = 1 rad s-1 and γ 10% (G′: solid
symbols; G″: open symbols).
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Figure 7.
Dynamic oscillatory rheology frequency sweep data collected at different time points (γ =
10%): (sh=diam) t = 40 min (c = 104), (Δ) t = 50 min (c = 103), (×) t = 56 min (c = 102), (□)
t = 63 min (c = 101), and (○) t = 100 min (c = 100), where c is an arbitrary shift factor used for
easy visualization of multiple frequency sweeps (G′: solid symbols; G″: open symbols).
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Figure 8.
Frequency dependence of the loss tangent at different time points (γ = 10%): (◇) t = 40 min,
(Δ) t = 50 min, (■) t = 56 min, (□) t = 63 min, and (○) t = 100 min.
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Figure 9.
Oscillatory shear stress-strain curve collected at t = 600 min. The inset shows the corresponding
strain sweep data (G′: solid symbols; G″: open symbols).
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Figure 10.
Time evolution of DLS count rates collected at 90° scattering angle for the high salt sample
(◇) and low salt control (○). The inset shows the time evolution of intensity fluctuations ΔI
= (Imeasured/〈I〉 -1)〈I〉0.5 (◇) and the β exponent (+) for high salt sample.
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Figure 11.
CONTIN dynamic correlation length (bottom x-axis) and relaxation time (q = 0.022 nm-1, top
x-axis) distributions obtained at different stages of self-assembly: (□) t) = 12 min, (◇) t = 26
min, (Δ) t = 56 min, (+) t = 63 min, and (○) t = 160 min. The quality of the CONTIN fits to
the autocorrelation function data is shown in Figure SI-2.
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Figure 12.
DLS ACF data after gelation (lines show the power law fits to ergodic data): (□) t = 56 min
(c = 104), (◇) t = 63 min (c = 102), (Δ) t = 160 min (c = 100), (+) t = 264 min (c = 100), and
(○) t = 1314 min (c = 100) where c is an arbitrary shift factor used for easy visualization of
multiple ACF data.
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Figure 13.
Correlation between (a) the extent of assembly measured by CD, (b) DLS count rates, and (c)
rheology time sweep data for ω = 1 rad s-1 for the high salt sample (G′: solid symbols; G″:
open symbols). The inset in (b) shows speckle pattern formation for high salt sample at t ≈ 26
min. The inset in (c) shows frequency sweep data for 0.25 wt %, high salt sample at t = 600
min.
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Figure 14.
Correlation between (a) the extent of assembly measured by CD, (b) DLS count rates, and (c)
rheology time sweep data for ω = 1 rad s-1 for the 0.5 wt %, high salt sample (G′: solid symbols;
G″: open symbols). The inset in (b) shows speckle pattern formation for the 0.5 wt %, high
salt sample at t ≈ 7 min.
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